


Freudian Psyche

• Moral and rational agentSuperego

• Seeks to please both Id and 
Superego. The mediator.Ego

• Instinctual desiresId



Ego
Selfish

Materialistic

Arrogant

Truculent

BellicoseThe Ego in Popular 
Psychology

The popular view of ‘ego’ —
only as an exaggerated
sense of self — is an 
incomplete understanding.

We must go deeper than 
this.



Ego
Satan

Klipoth

Medusa

Sin

KleshasThe Ego in Religion

In religion, the ego is all that 

which is against:

1. God 

2. Truth

3. Reality



Ego
Unconscious

Identified

Mechanical

Conditioned

UnawareThe Ego Is Conditioned 
Consciousness

The ego is our distorted:

◦ Perceptions

◦ Understanding

Which produces confused:

◦ Volitions (desires)

◦ Mental activity



Polarity of Ego

Ego 
Dystonic

Moments we hate:
suffering, anxiety, 
depression, fear, 

etc.

Ego 
Syntonic

Moments we 
enjoy: in harmony 
with our desires 

and attachments.





Our Composition

Spirit

Soul or Consciousness or Mind

Body



Our Composition

Spirit

Soul

Body



Our Composition

Spirit

Soul

Body

Inner Light

Can Be Trapped by Ego

Outer vehicle

The Truth

Sinner, Saint, Hero, Devil

Manifestation



Ego obscures truth like clouds covering sunlight.



Emotional Obscurations, Afflictions, Kleshas

Poison (English) Expression Antidote

Moha Ignorance Confusion Wisdom

Raga Attachment Lust Dispassion 

Dvesha Aversion Hate Compassion

Anger

Fear

Depression

Anxiety

Pride

Jealousy 



Ego

Greed

Laziness

Lust

Anger

Pride

Gluttony

Envy

Self-esteem

Attachment

Fear

Resentment

Fanaticism

Conscious Temperance

Selfless Diligence

Pure Chastity

Selfless Love

Sincere Humility

Selfless Generosity

Genuine Happiness for Others

Consciousness



Afflictions
(Emotional Obscurations)

Cognitive Obscurations

Afflictions occur when we grasp towards our 
‘self’. It is normal today to experience this 
95% - 100% of the time.

This is the coarse aspect of the ego.

It is an unawareness of the true nature of self.

The process of reaching mental tranquility in 
meditation is the process of temporarily 
overcoming the afflictions.

Afflictions are like the knots in a rope. 
Without afflictions, conventional truth is 
known.

Cognitive obscurations are always present, even 
during mental tranquility (dyhana). Only 
transcendent wisdom (gnosis) removes this.

This is the subtle aspect of the ego.

It is an unawareness of the true nature of reality.

Profound experiences in samadhi occur when 
cognitive obscurations are temporarily 
overcome.

Without cognitive obscurations ultimate truth is 
experienced. “The true nature of the rope is 
voidness”



Two Types of Liberation

Temporary 
Liberation

Ego is 
temporarily 

escaped.

Final 
Liberation

The Path of 
Self-Realization 
is completed.



Steps of Psychological Death

Discovery

Judgement

Execution

Observation

Comprehension

Elimination



Steps of Psychological Death

Discovery

Judgement

Execution

Observation In Daily Life

Comprehension In Meditation

Elimination In Prayer



Discovery

Observing one’s life and remembering one’s reality inevitably produces new information.

Periods in life without self-discovery indicate a lack of awareness, a sleeping consciousness.

With self-observation, at any moment in life, some previously unknown inner activity arrives within our awareness.

Awareness, that is to say our consciousness, has a spontaneous capacity unlike anything else.

This quality of spontaneity, which is our root auto-luminosity, makes possible moments of self-discovery.

Our self-illuminating consciousness gives light to all things, in degrees.

The intellect is the lower, superficial aspect to this. Intellectual self-analysis is important, but just the beginning.

The consciousness shines brightest when it is not captured by conceptual fabrications. 

Rationality can compare and learn. Consciousness is direct perception of causes.

Consciousness can directly perceive causality, because it is beyond that, it is spontaneous!

Observe your inner-activity, all that which moves, and discover that your activity is not understood.

“And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not.” (John 1:5)



Judgement

Judgement is the definitive conclusion of that which is has been observed.

How could one judge some inner activity without comprehending what it is?

To comprehend something, you need to remove the obscurations, at least temporarily.

Afflictions, also known as emotional obscurations, prevent mental tranquility.

Some amount of mental peace, at least for some moments is absolutely required.

Comprehension comes in degrees. It is totally fluid and dynamic.

Liberation of the cognitive obscurations is best, yet, not required to comprehend the coarser levels of the ego.

At times, comprehension appears to accumulating like grains of sand. Little by little.

Other times, comprehension is like a bolt of lighting. Clear, precise, overwhelming.

Comprehension can appear within the exact moments of meditation.

Comprehension can also appear after meditation, like a wave in the ocean you did not see coming.

When you know the truth of something, you can judge it for what it is.



Elimination

Elimination of the ego is an essentially mystical process.

The ego is a facet of our own karma. We are bound by our own prior mistakes.

How can we be liberated if we are bound up? Without a force or intelligence superior to us, our situation would 
be hopeless.

Thankfully, such force exists, and we posses an unbreakable connection to it.

This force is the feminine aspect of our Inner Divinity. “She” is our Mother - our Divine Mother Kundalini. “MA” is 
always there for us, whether we are doing right or wrong. She is necessary for the elimination of the ego.

When we comprehend our ego, we judge it for death.

Then, if we ask, our Mother will sever the chains definitively, which liberates that portion of consciousness which 
was trapped by the ego.

Thus, we must pray to our Inner Divine Mother with infinite longing and total surrender, to eliminate that portion 
of ego we have previously comprehended within meditation.

The Divine Mother awaits patiently for the moment her child asks for this. But she is demanding! She will only 
eliminate that which has been comprehended!



THE DEATH OF A TREE



QUESTIONS?

🤔



MEDITATION ON THE EGO

1. Find a comfortable position. You may lay down only if you able to not fall asleep.

2. Relax your body. Close your eyes. Breathe easily. Rest.

3. Review (retrospect) your week. Find a time in which you were afflicted (hurt, angry, sad, impatient, anxious, 

etc.)

4. Chose only one moment or scene from your week. Visualize the moment in your imagination. 

5. Become aware of the thoughts and feelings that arrive in relation to this moment. Do not judge them, simply 

observe them.

6. While visualizing the moment, you may reflect on the question: “What ‘I’ is suffering?”

Tips:

◦ If you lose your awareness and begin to day-dream: open your eyes for a moment, take a breath, and restart the 

practice.


